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Exoconsciousness is the innate ability of humans to contact, communicate, and co-create with ETs and
multidimensionals. Consciousness as a quantum field phenomenon moves within and beyond our bodies.
It is experienced by connecting, communicating and co-creating with ETs, multidimensionals that are
both invisible and visible in our sensory reality. The survival and advancement of human consciousness is
based on knowing that we are not alone; that our consciousness participates with human as well as nonhuman, multidimensional beings.
Becoming an Exoconscious Humans is a birth push into a life of psychic knowing and abilities. Ancients
and indigenous call it cosmic consciousness. But all too often it was silenced by superstition, science,
religion, and now, technology.
Exoconscious Humans are evolving out of necessity. We had to arrive. At this time.
Like the child born to save a faltering marriage, or family lineage—Exoconscious Humans emerge
during an overwhelming threat of human survival unleashed by a viral pandemic—and its accompanying
biological/economic/social/spiritual changes.
When a species smells the cadaverine scent of its demise—it fights back with birth.
How do Exoconscious Humans transform their consciousness during these times?
How does my consciousness change? Do I ascend into it? Or do I stretch out into it?
My empirical experience as an Exoconscious Human is that my consciousness has literally expanded.
Some may call that ascension, but for me, it is a tactile, physical feeling of expansion. The boundaries of
my perceived reality dissolve. I perceive an expanded field. My consciousness stretches to accommodate
this expansion of information which, in turn, defines my Exoconscious Self.
As I stretch into the field of information, something else happens. I change my frequency. And
concurrently, my frequency is changed by the field. It is a co-creative process. Beliefs, ideas,
perspectives change with new information. My waveform consciousness disassembles and reassembles.
Exoconscious expansion literally opens windows of space in your frequency field as new information is
sought by you and comes into you. As your frequency changes, the composition of your physical body—
on an atomic and subatomic, cellular level—transforms.
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